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-ASystem for lighting of an object

f'^'Khs 4x) more ©plo-
The invention cteHte-wrtfe navigational engineering/specifically/gptical-

electronic systems for autotracking of moving objects.

Known in tVtf p(s5«i^"s^nWc«/-l- — E8«tMrod»«c( /W;]
-^Fhefe are systems for automatic guidance and tracking of moving targets,

which are based on the frequency, phase, pulse-height, time-pulse and amplitude-

phase principles and can be used for illumination of objects [1].

Known coordinators (target seekers) generate signals, which are proportional

to the constituents of the angle of misalignment in two' mutually peipendicular

planes of control. These signals go to the monitoring drive of the system for target

autotracking, which keeps the coordinator's optical system operating in a mode to

have the optic axis constantly directed towards a target.

Qae of the roasons that preven t frnm obta ining the unde-micntioncd tcclmicdl

Festrll by lhg-kn-mvn-devie&. is the fact that modulation of the radiant flux is

performed mechanically with the Jaelp of a modulating disk which is disposed in the

focal plane of a lens and rotated by an electric motor wrtk a constant speed,'^«-kniw/iiY5/e»»^Js-/t>

There also exists a two-gimbal suspension with a diverting mirror for a

precision optical tracking system developed by the TRW firm and intended to be

used as part of an optical tracking^ystem [2].

This device consists of a gimbal joint of flexible suspension, four

electrodynamic drives, a caging gear, a device of signal levelling for integration

with a capacitive pickup of the shift, and an electronic unit. A capacitive sensor

serves for generating signals of angular misalignment along two axes.

On both sides of the outer gimbal ring there are two actuators of the detention

system.



Mobile electromechanical clusters cause low reliability and low-speed

response of the above-mentioned coordinators.

.
Besides, their construction does not allow directing mirror-reflected beams

along their optic axes and, moreover, these target seekers are capable of tracing

targets only within the immediate field of their vision and stop operating when the

target is not seen, for they are not designed for operating in the search mode.

The noaro Gt device of the same intent as the pres entational in\^cntion in-ve4^

cjancems the ramplox of its clididLLei
'

islics is a :>y!jlotft for location of two-

dimensional coordinates of an object (a target seeker) [3]. The prototype has the
oftoelec^fon ic

tirst and the- second ruled optical ^electronic converter (QEC) with the image-

transforming optics; the inputs of these converters are connected to the output of

the synchro generator, while their outputs^X to the inputs of the corresponding

search signal detectors (threshold elements).

The ruled €>ECs are mutually perpendicular, so that rotation axes of the

objects should pass through optical eentres of the cylinder lense^Ll aiidL2-

.

On mutual lag (misalignment) of the strobe pulse and the target signal,

control signal conditioners CSCI and CSe2 produce control signals, whose signs

' and values are proportional to the angular coordinates of the target in two mutually

perpendicular planes of control.

op-toelec-irbn/c -ftn's

Yet, the known opticalMelectronic target seeker does not permit to point the

beam at an object and seek for a target if the object is beyond its field of vision.

K^ii sviim»«4ur;Maim>3 ^^^^^^^i^ftT^^^^^^g^^ig.'^^iSY^P^^Q^ consistG in divcrDifij'ing functions ^ ^

ft^^cwi,^
^̂
a
j
tar^et

^

seekerj3y enabling it to search for a ground target and to light it from the

outer space.

The impkmentation of this invention will tcohnioally rosult in more proctse
tor l«^9h+iK^3 an otj ecf comprisioj^^rsf g v/d«rncfe ctevo'cc ior^^if compfi^^^ <k .^^
mensnniTfT of nnmiln r cnnrginntc..'; nf n tnropt hnmnrn nn^u tfiP u^^ rn is pointed at the

geatfc of the tm gcl ii iidgi..

This tccliiiical result ib achieved wkh-the help of sucb^^ments-trtstaHed-4n
f li t '^r

J[icTu:>l devlLC of the objoGt- gnidnnre , as the additionaLsecond guidance device



•to

optically connected with the source of radiation, the first and the second subtracting

amplifier , the first and the second aetaeter and a mirror. The first outputs of the

first and "the second guidance devicesare connected to the corresponding inputs of

the first subtracting amplifier, while their second outputs,/ to the corresponding

inputs of the second subtracting amplifier. The outputs of the first and4ke second

subtracting amplifier are connected to the inputs of the corresponding actuators

k:inematically4iftke4 to the mirror.

The first and the third guidance devices are of identical circuit design and

actuate CLlootrically linlted to each other the target seeker -fFS-), the search signal

conditioner (SSC) , the first and the second angular position pickup^v\rri, APP;)
,

commutators, .the third and the fourth actuatoi:^(Ajr7^,4cmef«dtie4l.y linked with a

I

target seeker, and the angular position pickups. ciH «:>+^bc</Ta elecfricijiiyconnecMiHo

H,rrt»ert)\.j?cfsqotl
^^^^^^ ^ showo the block diagram of the lighting system^wbej:©.: accoftlii^^i^e,in^tnh£n;

^—
M^|Sr^- radiation cource;

^^^aI^o^^ M— (1, 2 roGp^€toly)^uidance de^vicf
;

i
^r8 • (1,2 r-espprtivply) Rctliators;

9 the first mirror
;

ff-^omial to the i^m face of the mirror 9 in the origin of the couiduicite

system OXYZ;

9^ the second mimir;

1=^ e©faffl«tatioa-unit;

'^l. 12 n, <\ rnnpnr±h/ply) af^tliatgrS]

i I'S— thp thi rd f^uirinnce Hpvir.p
(
nn.,)-

y\ laser excitation circuit.

Figure 2 sho\>^ tiic functional diagram of the commutation unit <CU10)

where:



" the Fiibt rddiu lecelvt;! wiLli <m aerial

4S thrnn rnntnnt Fniir - prif.itinn riHin rnntrnllpH gwitrh;

4-9 sourco of unit voltage i V i;

- the, first "Ii" clemefit;

24 the first invertof;

33 gadkUransmitrfr;

^^1; Vompi the firot and the occond output;

V,, V4, Vj', V4" the third sixth iaput;

Ay, A;, A3, A4 I Vi tliG firjt -fi fth rpspprtive

-

commutation ani l ouLp iit.

\'s ^ two
Figure 3 sho^vs the block diagram of the first (third) guidance device5(3,13)s

where ;-

3 the fiibl (llmd) Ldigct seeker TS i;

r24 '- the firot (thiid) liglrt marker (comcr-rcflcctoi) LM-r-(jLMf!-");

25, 26 - (5,6 i-c^pcLtivcly) aciUalurs A5, Ae', Aj^^TT^tr^;
27, 28 - (1 , 2 respectively) angulai

-
yu^itiuu pikiaips;

29-

, 30 (3,^ regpoctively) commutators (Cj', C4', Cj'", C4'"-);

3-lr -thp firgt (thiVrl) ^f^ornh sj^H?^! CnnHitinnPr (.<=^Sr')

Figure 4 .oho^.vo the block diagram of the seGead guidance device -GBt^,

52 " the second target aockcr XS2;

3 4, 35 (7, R ro'ijinrt-i'Trnly) nr-tnQtr>r.^
f ,

A
,-^ /\^Y

3^r^, ^0, ^ l.'l ?, ^ 3
, (5,6,7,8,9, 10,11 rPTr^rtiyp by) - rnmmutators

;

45":: the second search signal conditioncr-^SSCg);^

4"B p.nmmiitntmn irippf of th *
? [^^COnd guidance devir.R (f^T");).

Figure 5 shoWSltie^pulse laser excitation circuit 4^, where :

^47 ^Ttersccoiid 1 titliu leteivei
;

-48^ - rerp '^^^P j-prHn-^nntrnllprl '^^»it^l^^



1

5

pt9 -the second suuice urmiil voltage +-^2;

--40

—

'—- the exritation circuit outfiiit;

"-54 the second "I2" element;

^S^r-— th^ r^rr>nr| jn^^^Ap (HFi)
;

^3- Llie Qiiid "I3" elei iienc.

Figure 6 shows the construction of-tho jccond film -miiiui 9 , vvlicii^

^—-4ocatins ring with limiters;

^^5"5
- intemal"pneurnatic -chamber consisting of 2 sections;

'='"5*6 ~ exlerrral pncun'^afac-r.hajiibgr;

-=57

—

'—radial tubes (hoses);

'5% Llie fiib l elaslic-refiecting sheet;

..-49 dreieetric Film
;

60 =-meLal layers

6J ^source of compressed gas4SCQ}L

62 - the second elastic leflecLing sheet;

^-63 =^niirr.p-f^-^^^w^2rpi]ri (pumj^jL;

—emf sourco
;

^-63- isolated rings;

^ - sources of cuuliattcd voltagsf

^4^—=— rni n i [;,'i i i' d o ln .stir hnnd
;

^8 - Llie Lliird piiettmati^-^harafeer^

P^^iJrid dmr^rr^s
^^^^^^

Figure 7 -afifls^s combined kinematic and optical .scRemes of the system,' m-
\yhich the firnt t fi rget '-.peker (TSi)?"^' nf the first guidance device GDi3 makes the

seafefa-of an objectri-with the liclp of Llig-first^f2-and-the becuiid. 73-fafaeket-o£^he-

actuators A5 and (i^ci vomuloi s 25*, 26'), whose-anguior poaitions arc dcteniiiiigd__

by- angular position pickups (Al'l''

—

nnr^ APP^) ( .syn^hrn transmitters or



INSERT A

Detailed Description of the Invention

The system for lighting an object 1 (FIG.l) comprises a

radiation source 2 and guidance devices 3. 4, 5, of which the

guidance device 3 is optically connected to the object 1, and the

device 4> to the radiation source 2. The system further comprises

a subtracting amplifier 6 having its inputs 7 and 8 connected to

the respective outputs of the guidance devices 3 and 4, while the

output thereof is connected to an input 9 of the commutation unit

10, and a subtracting amplifier 11 whose inputs 12 and 5 are

connected to the outputs the guidance devices 3 and 4,

respectively, and its output is connected to an input 14 of the

commutation unit 10. Inputs 15 and 16 of the commutation unit 10

are connected to the corresponding outputs of the guidance device

3, while its inputs 17 and 18 thereof are connected to the

respective outputs of the guidance device 4. In addition, the

system comprises a mirror 19 with which kinematically coupled are

actuators 20 having their inputs connected to an output 23 of the

commutation unit 10, as well as a mirror 19 with which

kinematically coupled are actuators 46 connected to an output 47 of

the commutation unit 10 and actuators 48 having their input

connected to an output 49 of commutation unit 10. An output 51 of

commutation unit 10 is connected to the input of the guidance

device 4 . The radiation source 2 is a laser disposed on guidance

device 5 and connected to a laser excitation circuit 52 whose input



are connected to the respective outputs of the guidance device 5.

The commutation unit 10 comprises commutators 31 and 53

(FIG. 2) having one of the inputs thereof serving as respective

inputs 15. 47, 9, and 14 of commutation unit 10, a radio receiver

33 with an antenna A, said receiver being connected to three

contacts 55, 56, and 36 of a four-position radio-controlled switch

37 through which an output 21 and the output 47 of the commutation

unit 10 are connected to the output of the commutator 31, and the

output 23 and an output 49 of the commutation unit 10 are connected

to the output of the commutator 53. The commutation unit 10

comprises also a unit signal source 59 whose output being

connected, when the contacts 55, 56, 36 of the switch 37 in

position IV, to the output 51 of the commutation unit 10, and when

the switch in position III, to parallel-connected inputs 60 and 61

of the respective commutators 31 and 53. In addition, the contacts

56 and 36 of the contacts 55, 56, 36 of the switch 37 with its

being in positions II, III, and IV are parallel-connected. The

commutation unit 10 further comprises an AND gate 62 having its

inputs connected to the inputs 9, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 of the

commutation unit 10, and its output connected, through an inverter

63, to a radio transmitter 64,

FIG. 3 presents a block-diagram of the guidance device 3 or 5,

each comprising kinematicallv coupled a target seeker 44 carrying



a light marker 66 (or corner reflector), actuators 46 and 47. and

angular position pickups 48 and 49 whose outputs are in fact the

respective outputs of the guidance device 3 or 5. The pickups 48

and 49 mav appear as, e.g., synchro transmitters or potentiometers.

Furthermore, each guidance device 3 or 5 comprises a search signal

conditioner 50 connected respectively through its outputs to the

outputs of the target seeker 44, one of said outputs serving as

respective outputs of the guidance device 3 or 5 . One of the

outputs of the search signal conditioner 50 is connected to one of

the inputs of a commutator 60, its second output, to one of the

inputs of a commutator 61, and a third output of the search signal

conditioner 50 is connected to the parallel-connected other inputs

of the commutators 60 and 61 whose outputs are connected to the

inputs of the actuators 46 and 47. Besides, one of the inputs of

the commutators 60 and 61 are connected to respective outputs of

the target seeker 44.

The guidance device 4 (FIG. 4) comprises kinematically coupled

a target seeker 53 carrying a light marker 54 (or corner

reflector) , actuators 55 and 56, and angular position pickups 57

and 58 whose outputs are in fact the respective outputs of the

guidance device 4, as well as commutators 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64,

and 44 and a search signal conditioner 66. One inputs of the

commutators 59, 60, and 61 are connected to the corresponding

outputs of the target seeker 53, while the other inputs of said



commutators are parallel-connected to the corresponding inputs of

the commutators 64 and 44 and serve in fact as the commutation

input of the guidance device 4. In addition, the outputs of the

commutators 59. 60, and 61 are connected respectively to the inputs

of the search signal conditioner 66 two outputs of which are

connected to the corresponding inputs of said commutators, and a

third output thereof is connected to the parallel-connected inputs

of said commutators 62 and 63. Other inputs of the commutators 62

and 63 are connected to the outputs of the commutators 64 and 44

whose inputs are connected respectively to the outputs of the

target seeker 53.

FIG. 5 displays a pulsed laser excitation circuit, comprising

a radio receiver 67 with an antenna, a remotely controlled switch

68 connected to the output of a unit signal source 69, as well as

series-connected AND gate 70, NOT (inverter) gate 71, and an AND

gate 109. One of the inputs of the AND gate 109 is connected, via

the switch 68, to the output of the unit signal source 69, while

the output of the AND gate 109 is in fact the output of the laser

excitation circuit 52 (FIG.l). Besides, the inputs of the AND gate

70 (FIG. 5) are in effect the inputs of the laser excitation circuit

52 (FIG.l) connected to the outputs of the guidance device 5.

The film mirror 19 (FIG. 6) comprises a locating ring 110 with

limiters, an internal pneumatic chamber 74 and external pneumatic



chamber 75 communicating with each other through radial tubes 76

appearing as, e.g., hoses, as well as with a source 77 of

compressed gas through a gas conduit 78 appearing as, e.g., a hose

wherein a valve 7 9 is provided. The pneumatic chambers 74 and 75

and radial tubes 76 are associated with an elastic reflecting sheet

106 consisting of an elastic dielectric film 107 to which a light-

reflecting metallic (e.g., aluminum) layer 109 is applied.

The film mirror 19 may further comprise an elastic reflecting

sheet 110 which is positioned at a specified distance from the

reflecting sheet 106, while the metallic layers of the sheets 106

and 110 are connected to the opposite poles of an emf source 111.

The reflecting sheets 106 and 110 together with the pneumatic

chambers 74 and 75 establish a pressure-tight low-pressure cavity

communicating with a source 112 of vacuum.

Furthermore, the internal pneumatic chamber 7 4 may made up of

two pneumatically intercommunicating sections interconnected by a

corrugated band so as to be mutually displaceable , and the metallic

layer of the reflecting sheet 110 may appear as concentric rings 87

insulated from each other and connected to sources 108 of

controlled voltage. A spring shaped as a clamp 89 is put from above

onto the corrugated band 86, and a pneumatic chamber 90 is placed

in the interior space of said spring and communicating, via an

individual gas conduit 91, to the source 77 of compressed gas.



FIG. 7 presents combined kinematic and optical diagrams of the

system, wherein the target seeker 44 of the guidance device 3 makes

the search of an object 1 with the aid of brackets 109 and 110 of

the actuators (servomotors) 46 and 47 whose angular positions are

determined by the angular position pickups (synchro transmitters or

potentiometers) 48 and 49. The target seeker 53 is directed

towards the source of radiation (the Sun) by brackets 94 and 95

mechanically associated with the respective shafts of the actuators

(servomotors) 55 and 56 whose angular positions are determined by

the angular position pickups of the guidance device 4.

The mirror 19 is installed on an internal frame 96 of a first

gimbal mount whose external frame 97 is kinematically coupled to

the actuators 22.

The mirror 19 is installed on a second gimbal mount composed

of an internal frame 98 and an external frame 99, respectively, and

is held in position on the ring 110 which in turn is locked-in with

the external frame 99 of the second gimbal mount whose position

with respect to the internal frame is adjustable with the aid the

actuators (servomotor) 46. The internal frame 98 is adjustable for

position with respect to the gyro-stabilized platform with the aid

of the actuators 48.



FIG. 8 shows various positions of the mirror 19 (il - 12)

rotating about its own axis, relative to the Earth 100.

The search signal conditioner 50 or 66 (FIG- 9) comprises a

logic element (gate) 101 whose inputs 102, 103. and 104 serve as

the inputs of the search signal conditioner 50 or 66, of which the

input 104 is a svnc input. The search signal conditioner 50 or 66

further comprises a generator 105 of linearly varying voltage, said

generator having its zeroing input connected to the output of the

logical unit 101 and its output, to the parallel-connected control

inputs of amplitude modulators 106 and 107 whose other inputs are

connected to the respective outputs of a guadrature generator 108

and the outputs of said modulators are connected respectively to

one inputs of summers 109 and 110 the other inputs of which are

connected to the respective outputs of sampling-and-storage devices

111 and 112 whose data inputs are connected to the outputs of the

summers 109, 110 which are also connected to the inputs of analog-

to-digital converters 15 and 114, respectively. The record

permitting inputs of the sampling-and-storage devices 111 and 112

are connected in parallel to each other and also connected to the

output of the logical unit 101. The outputs of the analog-to-

digital converters 15 and 114 and the output of the logical unit

101 are in fact the respective outputs of the search signal

conditioner 50 or 66.



FIG. 10 displays a functional diagram of the logical unit 101

which comprises inverters 115 and 116 whose outputs are connected

to the respective sync set inputs of flip-flops 117 and 118 having

their outputs connected to the D-inputs of flip-flops 119 and

120. The C-inputs of the flip-flops 117 and 118 are integrated and

connected to the output of an inverter 121 whose input is connected

to the C-inputs of the flip-flops 117 and 118. The logical unit 101

further comprises an AND gate 122 connected through its inputs

respectively to the outputs of the flip-flops 119 and 120, the

output of said AND gate 122 is also the output of the logical unit

. 101. The inputs of the inverters 115 and 116 are the respective

inputs of the logical unit 101, and the input of the inverter 116

is in fact the sync input thereof.



pSLeiiLioiiieLerb')''27' and 28'. The second target seeker 23" of the second guidance

dc-vicc is directed towards tj=i^sourcG of radiation (the Sun) by the Uiiid 74 aitckhe

Fourth 75 bracket, mpr.haninnv nttnrhc .l h i il i i - gponrjm^ shn??-Trf-thc

a&tiiarors A. y3^ and AgSS (servomot-0rs)7"whose angular posiTtUnis-are-d^exinined^^

with-&he-hclp uf the ti
'

iird {APV^ 36) and the fotH^-fAPP4^7-)-ang-u-kr-p0sk-ion

'pickup of the second guidauLe devtee 4.

The ULLuiid iiiirror 9' is established on the gimbal mounfrvThirireeftsists-af

a nJntPi-nal If^ anH PytPrnq] 77 frP PIf

,Ihg_S£C.o.nd mirror 9' is rigidly fixed on the ring 54
,
vvhichT-nr-tte-tum^s

rigidly allached to the external fianie uf die guubdl. mount 77, vvhose^jjoaitionjvkh

^•respect to tne internal trame / 6 \u Lli^i i .u iirl urith fhiUipJp cf the- third "'^tMfitnrs A :

(th-g seivumutui) 11. roblliuu of the inlciiial fiame 76 with respecL lo a gyro-

iliiliili ii'il Jiliil fill III i" nhnnjTrrl ivith thr luip of the fourth actuators A4 1 2.

Figure 8 shows different positions of the mirror Sr*^) rotating about its

axis in relation to the Earth <Jf&r-"

Figure 9 sho'w3 -tkc functional flow chart ofthe searching signals conditioners; aoe/

rSSC. 31. SSC, 65). WlldlU 70 i.^ .1 U(.IIKI^Uh-^F Hn^nHy rhnngjng w^ltRPP (GT PYX

'•whose output is Comiected lo the controlling iiipULS of Lhtrfet^Claaitheseco^ 8

1

amplitude modulatoi (M|, M2). The iiiodulaLui ^' oULpate-aFe-ccinDfiag^tojhe^^

inprrts respectively of the-, fir^t «? ;^nW iI.h ^p. mwl ^M irrm^^^) Th r -
irrnnrl

inpiitc r.fth'=> Ri immpri
,

i n th ftirtiim
,

nrn nnn nrrtrii to thr nntpn t -,
i nspectively of the

first 8^ and the second 85 sluiage saiiipl iiiij ili. viuj (GoD.H-SSD2}j__whilej^^

outfiuts-^^o^ thc inputs lespecllvely of the fhs l
'

60 and the secand-8-7--analague-

di gital coiiieiiHi rAPr.,, AHP.) R« ^ .j^iH^hMnn" -[^^nmitnr (G); ?^9_jTjnHrnl

unij (Lin , the inputs of which aiL lui^peai^lv the fir.'^t 90
,
the second 91 and the

syii£jiifiiit-93-eMie seaich signal cOildlliuiiu SSC|31, GSC245, whik-Sl^d 94

af Dectively its first and second output.

Figure 10 gives the functional diagram of the logical unit, 09, whcie 90, 91 ,

aQd 92 01 c the nisi, llie second-and Llie sync iiipul; 93 -diHT^ - the fir"sraiTti-the .



^ecnnd inverter IjfflBgtfR|\ wlmisH oiJ Ipu rs are connecred rp«;pprtivp|y th^ S'"Tting~'

^to-ufl^ty ny iiL inputs uF llie firsi y/ and tne second tlip-tlop, with their QUtptrts

c-etmei^Led tu llit; D-iiipuls of the corresponding Lhiid 99 and fuuilh IQQ flip-flop;

>.4iiei^-©«tptits7in turn, are connected to the inputs of the fourth ''r'^eIemMri~di7-C-

;] .
inEuts_Q£-thc first twu flip-flops (FFi, ^t2) are paralleled and C0iTngcte4-te-4he

Qtrtporoi the tounh inverter 102. The tourtli "I" 101 elciiicnt^ output is the outftrt-

The system for lighting of an object operates as follows.

For illumination of cities situated in the area of middle latitudes and at the

equator, the system for illumination should be installed on a gyrostabiliscd^latform

placed in a stationary orbit with an altitude about 36,000 km. Fixity of the satellite,

which is carrying the system of the mirror guidance, in relation to the ground object

•A adds to the advantages of the project.

High altitude, of the stationary orbit permits to light a number of selected
•1 ck'^

ground objects with the he^p of a single system.
j\

j

From a satellite in the stationary orbit a vast area of the Earth can be seen that

;
extends for ± 60° from the west to the east and for ± 70° from the north to the

j

south.

Einergency illumination of objects in case of natural disasters and

catastrophes is secured by three systems, which are removed from each other for

120° along the equator and completely embrace the Earth surface, except for the

polar areas.

A satellite in the stationary orbit is almost constantly illuminated by the Sun.

Its stay in the Earth shadow takes not more than 1% of the earth-rotation period,

which determines high potency of the system.

While tracking, the mirror turns through 44^ in 6 hours, that is, it rotates at

the angular velocity of (p' = 7.5 Vmin (minutes of arc per minute).

The whole system can be supplied with power by solar batteries, which are

permanently directed, towards, the Sun by the second guidance device SDg 4y(fi^.i).



Directing sensors usually consist of two sensing elements, electrically linked

into a bridge circuit. Together with them, the system of solar orientation includes

an all-round looking sensor to produce information to a low degree of accuracy

.
sufficient for more precise sensors of the guiding device 4 to direct their fields of

vision towards the Sun.

The system for lighting of an object is established on a .gyro:tabili:cd

plattorm of a space vehicle^SY). Every problem of the S¥ flight control is handled

by the control system. Together with the problem of an-SY attitude-control and

s-tabili3ation , it is guidance of the ODi and GQ2 towards different objects in

response to a command from the Earth.

• Signals, qualifying physical parameters of the flight, are received from the

system of sensors. ^,,11

Sensors of direction are used for attitude control.
•
Stabill^atton of the &V is

performed by signals from the sensors of direction and by signals of gyroscopic

pickups, which register position of the axes . in space.

Reference parameters of the^ flight can be loaded into the storage of an

onboard computer, transmitted aboard by the ground stations through a command

radio line or withdrawn from the pickups of the gyroHStabiliscd platform.

Comparison of actual flight parameters with the reference ones, detection of

error signals and generating of correcting control signals are performed by an

onboard computer.

The second' mirror >^is rotated about two orthogonally related axes OX and

OY with the 4idp of the actuators Aj" and A change in the attitude of the... no /9

locating nng^ is followed by the change in the attitude of the-s©G©ftd mirrorrThe
second jiQ

external frame»^of the^ing-shaped gimbal mounts is -fit with the locating ringKvith

limiters^ and the internal pneumatic chamber 5?. This chamber is pneumatically

connected ^y radial tubes (hoses) €rf with the concentric external pneumatic

chamber €6 and together with it makes a single pressure-tight cavity, which is

jointed up to a sourcen)f compressed gas (SCG) 6i. In transit, the chamber is empty



and may be folded. Gas delivery will make the chamber take the form of a wheel.

The external ring-^^can be a few tens of kilometres in radius. In advance when

still on the ground, the reflecting sheet §^ is attached to the pneumatic chambers

-67, With gas delivery from the source SCG 61 , the external rine f4 starts

pulling the 'first reflecting sheet The pneumatic chambers finally having taken

the form of the wheel, the reflecting sheet-^^" should take the form of a plane
iht

For attainment of strength, the sheet can have a kapron warp coated with a
107 ^oomkf ,oo

dielectric film (e.g., fluoiiiie plastic), eft which a reflecting metal coating (e.g.,

. aluminium) is applied.

When filled with gas, the collapsible radical hoses -57 take the form of tubes.

They, to some extent, reinforce the pneumatic wheel (sec Fig,. -6). This is how the

»30ond mirror 9r is constructed. With the hdp of the H-m^ 1 ] nnd thr fnnrth P
actuators^'the sccrod mirror/9'^ is rotated about the axes OX and OY to direct the

reflected sunrays towards a ground object.
, , -..r o

Because the solar disk has tr*f^ angle of Viev^rtsys reflected by the mirror 9^

diverge and illuminate the ground area considerably exceeding that of the mirror
JJL

one
The 9«e©iidmirror 9^ may be given a spherical (concave) form. This allows^o

concentrate sunrays on a small area and, thus, to increase the illuminance. For the

purposes of del«ftee, the focused sunrays can be used for setting fire to the enemy's

ground objects. For peaceful purposes, energy of radiation can be transformed into... <^ra
electrical energy with the feelp of solar batteries. If necessary, a spot beam

following a spiral or any other prescribed trajectory, which depends on the voltage

values generated by the quadrature generator 45 (Fig.;^), can intensify illumination

of the surface like a floodlight.

To obtain a spherical specular surface 'fooo Fig.6), in addition to the -fost

reflecting sheet 5% tfre-secotid reflecting sheet ^ is used. Both reflecting sheets^
\}0 Qi^ 75- and

and 62 are attached only to tiie pneumatic chambers.^, 5^. Thoy are not joined tol*^^

radial tube^ The intemaK^ and external-^ pneumatic chambec^Hogether with the
.

106 no KemicHaill/
reflecting sheets SS; 62" make a^sealed chamber, which is joined, to the source of
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vacuum (vacuum pump) Pressure created by the source of vacuum^l^etween the

reflecting sheets in the chamber is lower, than that in the ambient outer space *'&tie-

to &)cub Grant external pressure^the specular sheets are attracted to each other and

their surface receives t-^ spherical form. The sag value h can be calculated

beforehand and taken into account when fixing the sheets to the internal pneumatic

chamber The irmer edges of the sheets are brought together relative to the plane

for a distance of 2h. If necessary, this spacing interval can also be changed within

Q;?^ by a jaomotc ^command from the Earth.

Electrostatic forces can be used to obtain a spherical specular surface and for

remote modification of its radius of curvature.
106 //O

For this purpose, the metal platings of the reflecting sheets -4^, 62 are

connected to the-emf source^(or voltage) By varying the voltage, it is possible to

control the force of electrostatic attraction of the sheets, and by this to perform

remote focusing of the 9^ mirror^and to control fbfrusing of the luminous flux.

To create a spherical mirror, electrostatic forces and ojccGO?w€ external

pressure can be simultaneously applied as well.

Employment of both specular surfaces is also possible, for which it is

nog
necessary to turn them through 4^^.

In ordei+'a flat mirror could be transformed into a spherical one, the internal

pneumatic chamber<5o should be made of two sections pneumatically attached to

each other by/ corrugated elastic band 6?. The third pneumatic chamber^ joined
•77 cc^-.r e}J

to the source»t)f compressed gas by a separate gas fee (hose)^ is installed

inside this corrugated bandlTBy varying pressure in the-tted pneumatic chambeiHveO^€

can remotely change the mterval between two sections of the internal pneumatic

chamber within the limitsjTrom 0 to 2h. This is how the sag of the ^ecoodjnifref's

spherical surface^and the radius of its curvature are changed.

-At Fig. S fhe corrugated band is topped, with a/j^eke-shaped spring but it

IS possible -fef the band itself to >v^ork aa a-spring. •
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In the normal {sosittai^^ both sections of the internal chamber^are pressed ^
each other. With the start of gas delivery into theakiid pneumatic chamber

inserted into the corrugated elastic band ^.'^sections of the internal pneumatic
7 ' '\ loQ no

chamber move apart. Aftlefmite pressure specular sheets 5^, take the form of

a plane. To prevent frem the'^-tokep rprp';s.iorh4hi?rc must bo limitora fucod oa both

skte5>A locating rin^with end arresters S-t-scrris this purpose.

To give the specular surface of the sheet a regular spherical form, the s^oon^
•to no

metal coatmg applied^ the socond . reflecting sheet 62 has the form of concentric

rings 5€r Each ring has an electrical -©tttlet soldered to the- metal bed.

By selecting the quantity, bandwidth and voltage applied to each ring, as well

as the pressure m the third pneumatic chamber we can create specular surfaces

of any configuration and curvature.

Depending on the problem to be decided, the Sfegml computer by the
fi« 87

ground command will change the voltage Vi on'^rings and^pressure in the

pneumatic chamber

For more effective employment of the system, in the daytime the pooond

large-size mirror^can be used for a radio, television and telephone communication

between ground objects. The mirror is used as a passive reflector. It is

automatically established in the position that the normal n to the centre of the

mirror should coincide with the "mirror - radio beacon" direction. In this case, the

maximum of the directivity lobe of the transmitting antenna is pointed at the miiTor.

The system works more effectively if the transmitter has a narrow directivity lobe,

as that for laser-beam communication. Radiation of the transmitter falls on the

mirror and, having been reflected by it, returns to the Earth. Owing to angular

divergence of the transmitter's radiation, radiation reflected by the mirror covers a

greater area. With a comer reflector placed in front of the target seeker-^FS^and the

transmitter installed on a satellite-tracking platform^^the beam can be confined to

several minutes of arc. Thus, the system can be used for laser beam communication
53 ^PW}

-between two ground, objects, for which the #©e©fld. target seeker "fS* must keep
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tracking the second ground object. To achieve this purpose, the becuiiU -seeker

in addition to an optical sensor is equipped by radio-frequency range sensors

designed similarly, to those of the-fifst seeker •

In order to establish a directional two-way laser beam communication

between two ground objects, both transmitters should be installed on tracking

platforms, with their radiation directed towards eSS- reflectors placed in front of

the correspondmg target seekers TSn and TSs. Within the frequency range the

transmitters should operate at different frequencies to exclude interference.

Changing between operational modes of the system is done in response to the

ground commands delivered through a radio circuit. For this, the system is

. ,

iOCf3:e,.r) c^td
equipped with a commutation unit-GU, with the help of which the system is placed

in one of four operational modes:
CKfd I ?

a) directing the laser beam towards a target with the itein of the^tfst mirror f-th©X corrHcfs 55^/ of tht

/ position^of the^switch J^.);

Dj one- or two-way communication between two ground objects with the hei©

of the mirror 9r (ti^e^i- position^;

c) illumination of a ground object by radiation of its own transmitter (the III

position) reflected by the mirror 9^; .

d) illumination of a ground object by the solar radiation with the kdp of the

seeofld mirror 9^ (the IV positiorf).

For exploiting the system in the "a" mode, a radio beacon should be placed iir the

^ontrc of a lighted ground object fa city). To reduce power of the radio beacon, the

latter can be installed on a guidance device designed as'6BT3-(see Fig.3).

The first guidance device G©t^ is tracking the radio beacon/^, while the

seGOfid guidance device 0©2^4 is intended for tracking the solar disk.

These guidance devices 3 and 4 (see Fig.3) permanently keep the radio

beacon and the ecntge of the solar disk on the optic axes of the corresponding target

seekers and¥Sp
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Two signals, proportional to*anguIar coordinates of the target AV^ and AVp in

two planes of control are shaped at the outputs of the guidance devices.

^
These signals go to the inputs of tlie corresponding subtracting amplifiers

SAi 5 and SA^ 6 . The subtracting amplifiers compare coming signals and generate

difference signals ±a=AVai-AVo,2 and ±P=AVprAVB2. These difference sienals ^^o

respectively to the fint and the; jcuo iitl 4fiptt^f the commutation unit€U10

The diiid and the fuuiLh inputjof the commutation unit*are connected to the
1'7qiJ IS^

correspondmg outputs^ of thefet guidance device 3. The and the sixth inputjof

the commutation unitWe connected respectively to the tliiid and tho fourth outputs

of the se^eftd^guidance devic^ It is done iu Lliu Wdy that Lhc Fiut, :ju uond, third -and

ffoufth output of the commutation unit^are connected to the inputs of the

correspondmg actuators A
, 7, Aa3

,
Ajll and The 4rftfe- output ''of the

yp
commutation uniris connected to the output of the «ccoi^guidance device 4

In the "b" mode the third Aj and the fo ui ll i A^, actuators^are kinematically

^omiccttd.wiLli the s6G©od mirror ^. The second mirror,^ is used for aiming solar

rays at a ground object (a city) in night-time. The same mirror can be used as a

passive reflector for communication between any two ground objects and for

radiotelephone space communication in mountain areas. In this case, the «:eond-

mirror ^^s automatically set perpendicularly to the optic axis of the fost guidance

device which keeps tracking the radio beacon X placed in the .G©ftfee of a.

lighted ground object (a city).

In the "c" mode the firct and tho second actuator^are kinematically connected

wtfii the fet mirror J^. This small-size mirror is placed in the /^entce of the
2.&ro C-s/^f^

coordinates, so that the jB^point should coincide with the-eentre of the mirror, and is

used for aiming of a high-power laser beam. This mirror is made of beryllium

bronze and cooled by liquid helium.

In the "d" mode of directing a laser beam towards an enemy's target, the latter

is used as an object. The. seeead- guidance device 6B7 is aimed at the laser

(xadiation source 2). On the. thirdr guidance device gDj tj there is a. laser, which
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may be given the form of a cyhnder whose axis (radiation) coincides with the optic

axis of the guidaiiLL device GD3- target seekerrA Hght marker-^r a radio beacon,

which is coaxially placed in front of the laser so that the latter might be better
"

distinguished against the ground surface/ determines employment of optical or

radar sensors (transducers) of the-seeeftd target seekerSS?. The first, second and

third output are the outputs of the radar sensor, while the fourth, fifth and sixth ones

are the outputs of the optical sensor.

By the ground command the radio receiver^ (Fig-2) with an aerial Ar shifts

a three-contact switch to one of the four positions (I, II, III, IV). Depending on the

.
position of the sttM, actuators ft r, A^, Aj and receive signals from the outputs

of the subtracting amplifiers or from the third and the fourth outputsof the frrsV

guidance device 3. Besides, the^switch 4-8- connects the commutation output^'of the

ttf 10 with the output of the source^'of a unit signal (+V,)>^ (position IV).

<\43tof«*t*-t**55y^^ switch 1-8 in the upper (I) position, the system works in the "a" mode.
I^tof*^*-"- & jl

The outputs of the subtracting amplifiers^ and j^ tlii-ougli coHii iiutator^ 15 1-6 are

connected respectively to the inputs of the first aiid llit scLuiid' actuators 7 and 2^

I*!

/• z'-

The system controls the eontral first^lnetal mirror ^.

In this case, at the output*-of the conunutation unit 10 there appears^a unit

signal +Vi, which goes to the commutation input of the -seeei^ guidance device

In this case the system is used for aiming a powerful laser beam at the target.

The source^of radiation*^ (a laser) is installed on the tiwd-guidance device GD^ 13.

By reducing control signals to zero in Z planes, the #ti«i guidance device aims

the laser at the light marker^(or a qS^¥. reflector), placed in front of the target

seeker^f the accoftd guidance device GD^.

The seeead guidance device^ in its turn, is aimed at a light marker (a radio
source O^'^

beacon) placed in front of the 4e9er 2. Wlien the output signals from the target

seekers aftho socond l- and the thud 13' guidance devicesbecome zero, their optic
0

axes coincide, and the laser beam hits Point 0. After the error has been minimized,
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3
the optic axis ot the target seeker of the first guidance device GD| "f comes to

0
coincide with the direction "0 - aff object". Difference signals from the outputs of

the subtracting amplifiers*"having been reduced to zero by the actuators -Arp? and
'X^ it ©I nexf

AtS", the first mirror^takes 4be-4e-llowing position/ the normal n in the Point O
\>:5<c)or

*

(origin of the coordinates) becomes a fcrrseutrrx of the angle between optic axes of

the target seeker^of the fiut and lIil second guidance device^S and 4. The incident

laser beam,^aving been reflected by the first mirror hits the target 1.

To start a giant-pulse laser, an excitation pulse should be applied at the

mement when the output signals of all target seekers^f guidance devices T&i, TS^,
Q> I)

TS3 3, ^rt^^and of the subtracting amplifiers/*and come to zero. The outputs of

the subtracting amplifiers should be connected to the
'
'
Ii" clcmeiit 20 provided with

JOT „ffX £3 ^jci
the inverter iE| 21 . A unit signal from the output of the inverter^^stacts the laser.

Information about zero values of the signal at the outputs of target seekersHnd«!>'^Me

subtracting amplifiers^may be transmitted through radio or laser commutation.

The middle position (II) of the'^switch corresponds td^zero value of the signal

at the s©eefi4 inputs of the firrt is nnri thn rnrnnij H '-'^mmutator In this case, the

outputs of^subtracting amplifiers'^re switched to the inputs of the third Ai and the

•fourth A4 actuatorsV i.e. the system controls the second film mirror 9^.

. T'he^3ccond and the third contact of the Gv/itch )f% connect'outputs of the

commutators ]^ and with the inputs of the third and tho fourth actuatorsfThese

actuators minimize error signals coming to theikst inputs ofCommutators >5 and

^ from the outputs^ ofSubtracting amplifiers "SAi 5 and SA^ 6 . By turning the

second film mirror S^, the system can provide space communication between two

ground objects, which have to be equipped with radio beacons. Thefet guidance

device 3 is pointed to the object (radio beacon) 1, whik the eeeead guidance device

4j-/ to the second radio beacon. The second mirror is automatically adjusted in

such a way that a beam, radio-frequency radiation in the VHP or microwave range

or a laser beam after having been reflected by the metal coating of the mirrorJ hits

the second ground object^and vice versa. With a. view to secrecy the first
^
small/
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mirror V can' be used. This is how the space communication between two ground

objects can be carried out.

With the"^switch 1^ In the third (III) position, the unit signal +Vi from the

source outpuf^goes to the -sccoftd input^of the fetrantHhc-seeefid commutators^-,
wWcVv corresponding

10 and makc^ Litem pass the signals from thetWRh^ ^nd-ttic fourth {V^ output5

of the first guidance device 3/ to the outputSof the commutation unit^^'lhese

signals from the firat and the cocond output5of the target seeker^ of the -first

guidance device -e©! go to the inputs of the thiid and the fourth actuators'^vhich

follow to indicate them. In this case the second mirror ^ becomes perpendicular to

the optic axis of the -first guidance device -e©! directed towards thetfadio beaconV

With the^radio-controlled switch ^ in the fourth (IV) position, the system

works in the "d" mode. In this case, the unit voltage +Vi from the output of the unit

^ goes to the -fifth- output of the commutation unit 10. This output is connected to

the input of the second guidance device ^tQe 4.

The fourth operation mode "d" demands that the second guidance device 4

should have a target seeker ¥8^32 (see Fig.4) with the sensors working within both

the optical range foutputs 1,2,3), and the radio frequency band (outputs 4, 5, 6).

In comparison with the-firot 3 and the -third 13 guidance device^see- Fie.3y

the «®eeftd guidance device "SQa 4 (^ Fig.4) has the additional fiflli, siA-tk .

seventh, oighth and nintk comiuu ta'tor. Withfte unit signal at the commutation input

?rfyf the first, second and third outpuljof the target seekel^are connected to the
CO ^1

corresponding inputs of the search signal conditioner yt through commutators -ST

38 and 3<. Besides, the first and -the second outputSof the target seeker-23 are

connected to the first inputs of the tliiid 29 and the fuuitli 30 commutato^through

the elghUi Yj and the miilh Juxommutatoit ^X^"^' ,

With the zero signal at the -second inputs of these commutators (29 and 30),

tlie first and the second outpulSof the TSj23 are connected respectively to the inputs

of the fiai U and Ihe ^ix tfa l<i actuatoi . Thus, with a zero signal at the
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commutation input of the tkk^ guidance device 4, it works in the same way as the

firct J and tho thud 13 guidance devices(see-Fig.3).

In the lower position of the radio-controlled switch 1^ a unit signal +V, goes

to the commutation input"^of the fecund guidance device 4

In this cas^, the ftfLli, sixLll airchsej,:eGth commutatoi5>8r59r4e let signals

from the Gerrjspondirbg fourth, fifth and^sixth outpulSofthe^^^pals to the input

of the search signal conditioner (SSC2) 44. .

At the same time, the tettth-^lB and the -ei-evcnth -^1

4

- commutatoi5^et signals

from the fourth and the fifth outputSof the target seeke^of the .socond guidance

device 4 pass to the first inputs of the (^iglill i 41 dlld die -ninth 42- commutators^see-

optic 5:t\5on 55
In this case the sadloiieiisuib of the aooond target seeker yl of the -feiwd

guidance device 6Qa 4 wef4t.

44 3W5"
Target seekers TS| 2 -3-0f the first j (and thcthii-d 13) guidance deviceS^ork

in the radio-frequency range.

As for the rest, principles of operation of"guidance devices 3, 4, and

coincide.

If it is necessary to work in the optical range,'guidance devices of the

typeh:an be used, with a unit signal +Vi given to the commutation input.

The object 1 comes into the field of vision of the-ftrst guidance device ^3BU 3

When the object does not coincide with the optic axis of the GBk target seeker''

control signals at-the TSrntrtptit are drffcrent-frem zero.

Difference signals from the TSi S3 go to the fifth Aj2!Hind tho ci,\th Ah26

actuators '(servomotors) to be reproduood. The fii^L 72 and the aooond 73' bracket? /oyW//c>
. 47 i^H

together with the corresponding servomotors 25- and 2& turn the target seeker^
about the axes OX and OY. The optic axis of the TS^ is always directed towards the

Point 0, i.e.^towards the eefrtre of the sphere/ on which the target seeker ^Si 23

moves. Difference signals from the tS, have been reproduced, the target seeker

2^ takes such a position that its optic axis coincides with the direction towards
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the object (radio beacon) 1. When a system for lighting of an object is established

on a mobile object, e.g., onboard a flight vehicle, it should be placed on a syro-

stabilised platform in order to provide gyroscopic decoupling. Angular position of

the first target seeker ?Sr^ with respect to the platform in two planes of control

can be measured with the ke^ of the first /
"MTi 27 and lIil occond API?'! 2G angular

position pici<:up$(synchro transmitters or potentiometers).

For guiding a pencil-beam .aei=i*l of the automatic direction-tracking system

"j^cDT the method of radio direction finding is used [4].

In the radio-frequency range, ADTi and AST^ are used instead of*tar2et
Hi 53

"

seekers "F&rand TS2.

A transmitting antenna of the radar station ftS is placed in the awrtfe. of a

lighted ground object (e.g., a city) and radiates electromagnetic waves into the

ambient space. To reduce power of the radie-automaticMirection-tracking device

(/iD¥^S|23 may be equipped with a comer reflector^

The comer reflector consists of three reflective plates adjusted

perpendicularly to each other. In the corner reflector, incident energy 'from the radar

station, having been two or three times reflected by Surfaces of the three plates, is

reverted in the direction the radiation has come from. Thus, a small-sized comer

reflector is capable te-e¥©afe reflection of high intensity [4].

The transmitting aerial of the radar station with the help of an automatic

direction-tracking device {ADT) is oriented to the comer reflector and points

electromagnetic waves te4t. The first automatic direction-tracking device (ADT,^

in tum, directs the axis of the fet target .seeker (which coincides with the

equisignal direction of the A©?,) towards the source of radiation, ^^~itS4.

The*'automatic direction-tracking devices ADTi and AB?]^ can be designed

to use the method of conical scanning of an aerial beam or the monopulse

measuring of angular coordinates; the latter guarantees a higher degree of accuracy

and p£imits4o use both pulse and continuous energy radiation [4].
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It is known that with the first method used, deviation of an object from an

equisignal direction is accompanied by the maximum beam alternately coming

nearer to the object, or receding^fe^Tt. Owing to this, impulses of return signals

are modulated in amplitude with a conical-scan frequency of the beam, while

modulation depth depends on the value of the error. The curve, which turns tops of

reflected pulses, is an error signal. The initial phase of the envelope curve depends

on how far the object deviates from the equisignal position in azimuth and angle of

elevation. Automatic tracking lies in automatic rotating of the iaei4al axis until the

error signal becomes , zero. When error signals of the both-j^cBT devices become

zero, the equisignal lines of transmitting and receiving aerials come to coincide and

the axis of the fest target seeker is now directed towards the radiating^^rofof

theftS-k

The s^GGGd target seeker TS ^ 3t1^is ^re^ted towards the Sun with the kelp of

the third 7d and the fourth 75 bracket^•and the ^^rr^sr^nfiinr rrvnnth A. i1 nnd the

eigWi-Ag-^ actuators ''(servomotors) of the 'Docond. guidance device ^^Q^^'-t

kinematically attachod to them . Angular position of the target seekerTS^rm respect

to the gyro-s,tabiliaod platform is measured by the thifd and the fourth aneular

position pickups^ and -37. When TSj turns about the axes OX and OY, its own

optic axis always goes through the origin ofOXYZ coordinates.

CCD-rulers used in the target seeker for aiming at the Sun are not damaged if

locally overlit and do not get out of order even at a thousandfold increase of a

luminous flux in comparison with the flow of saturation. To increase noise
fvr+Her-

immunity of the Sun seeker, CCD-rulers' lenses are addUlonally equipped with

optical filters^ e.g., of the IRS-7 type, which transmit radiation only of the near-

infra-red region, and with neutral filters, that diminish brightness of the solar disk

image to required values.

Whichever position*larget seekers TSrand =FS^ moving on the surface of the

sphere may take, their optical axes intercross io the ecntFC of the O sphere.
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The second mirror ^ is installed on a gimbal mount. The gimbal mount,

which consists of ti*er internal 76 and tfe€ external framencinematically attached

to the cuiic spuiidiiig Lliiid Aj 1 1 and the fOUrlll A41-2 actuators (servomotorslH- and

t^, provides^i-otation of the mirror about the axes OY and OX.

To direct incident sun rays, which coincide with the optical axis of the ^fS^

along the "0-target" line (coincident with the optic axis of the TSs), subtracting
6 II

J &

amplifiers (comparators) SAtS and StVt^ are used,

i «
T>>t Inputs of the -first subtracting amplifier S^r^ are connected to the outputs of

37
the first U-Ui j and ihe second GjU2 ^ guidance devices^In position I of the switch +6

&
the outputs of the -first subtracting amplifier SAi are connected to the inputs of the

first actuators AiH4- "The A
i
provide^ rotation of the fet mirror about the OY

axis. The fiijal and Lhc second inpulJof the oocond subtracting amplifier SAr6 are

connected^'respectiveV 4o tho aocond outputs of the fesHJDi aud thc accond GB?

guidance deviceS^The output of the SAs is connected to the input of the aocond

actuators Ag. Th>i A; provide/ rotation of the mirror about the OX axis.

€> II

The subtracting amplifiers (comparators) ^ and ^ generate difference signals

'fa'^n off
AU = U1-U2, where Ui and U2 are voltage values TCmnvcd from two angular

position pickups ^of tho GDi and GD^r (e.g., *OTTi potentiometers) Movable
-

,
COV/fl«« a: J

contacts of the potentiometers are kinematically attaclmd to brackets, with the help

of which the target seekers "tF&i and TSc are directed towards the object I and the

radiation source 2. The subtracting amplifier is built around an operational

amplifier. The difference signal AU at the output of the subtracting amplifier is

proportional to the difference the angles Aa (or AP) in two planes of control

(XOZ and YOZ). The difference signal ±AU goes to the cuiiL^ipuiiJing actuators A>

and Ar^/which MloW to mdicaLt llitilli ciii4 rotate the minror^bout the OX and

OY axes « oidyi to reduce error signals to zero.

W-VxCA +Vc MH cones ^hrh^ferahMfn
With an object of the^fifst target seeker TSi out of sight; the system gees-iftto

the search operation . In this case, the inputs of the fifth and the sixth actuators
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through -the third 29 and the fu uiLli 30 CUiiiiiiuU LefS^are connected to the outputs of

the search signal conditioner -SSCi 31 .

Similarly, with'sourceNDf radiation / out ot sight of the aoGond target oocker

32 -of tho aocontl guidance device$6©r^, the inputs of the nnvnnrh 3 A and the eighth

j^actuators are connected to the outputs of theSSC^^^^.

The search signal conditioners SSC|^ and SSCi 46 of the guidance devices

^©^tr-GDi shape two signals of ramp amplitude in phase quadrature (sin (p, cos (p).

HG hi 5$~ i^f^d Seek(r^(^
.
Having received, such signals, the actuators T^q^' and 2^56' (J4 and 55) rotate tS> ^

(TSj) - about the OX and OY axes so that the optic axes of the target seekers^are
«\

scanned along the spiral sweep-trace. ^
When die Sun comes into the field of vision of the second target seeker^ its

radiation is registered with the 4relp of optical cL&etfeftk transducer^ ef the TG2 32 -

.

S^a^lts outputs send sync pulses from the outputs of the synchronizing signal

generator to*sync inputs'bf the while the fu&t 90 and die jccoiid Ql-input^f

the-SSCs receive normalized signals coming from the outputs of the target signal

detectors. Having received Oiie both signals from the outputs of the target signal

detectors, the system gops into the tracking operation.Tbmmutators 44, 42, 44

connect inputs of the.Ay and to-th& ta rgpt sppker TS 2 3? outputs of the-GD2-

The search signal conditioners (33Ci) 34 and (SSC^) 45 work as described

''betew (see Fig. 9).

If there is no target pulse in the interval between two successive sync pulses

(at least^ at one of the SS€| information inputs), then at the output of the logical

,smit-(fcy)H:03^ there appears a level of the logical unit/which prevents recording

new information in the devices*^ of storage sampling BS&r-»^'^d DSS^ 85-

(operation of the logical set will be described below). At the moment of changeover
ofH»tlq5(oi(y,„f-IO| P^l5e

at the-LU 103 output^from zero to one, that is^along the*^leading edge, the voltaee at

the output of the GLC¥ - (generator^of linearly changing voltage^ 79-stepsjiawn to

zero and starts |€J increase linearly (from zero).
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VrA. Output voltage of the GLCV modulates harmonic signals from the outputs of
lo? ioS i07

the quadrature generator 78 by means of modulators jWfp79 and Mr^l with the

s.ignals at the gonorator 88 outputs^90-deg out of phase. This allows'^having

harmonic signals of ramp amplitude in phase quadrature (sine and cosine) at the

outputs of the amplitude modulators S^and

At the outputs of the fifs^^ the second summers yi and T5 there appear

voltage values equal to the sum ot voltage values at the outputs of corresponding

modulators SO and and BSS| 8 ^ and DSSrSS .
i.e., ^i^i + y:^= Uii< where

^©^151^4^4 Us I
are voltage values at the outputs of the^SS-,, modulator Kj and

lie?

the summer . .

cStt^'^ir lv tn Um'.i2 + ^h^i = U-zirp:ie analog to digital converters ADCi 06 and

ADC) 87 convertAVoltage at the outputs of sorresponding summers <82 andj&3 into a
.

.
^^f^are c{cvna'^^c*n HicCecirci^Sf^i^l f^^,^

^s^cchvtdigital signal. t£thp ^^r^ ^nH <;c:r. r^qMirH tnprndiir° n nri l ii^ nniriril ujiiuu l

^ fagnais, the analog digital converters .^C| 86 andi\DCi87 are not necessary.

Space scanning can be achieved by application of the signal from the outputs
HO \\.^o^\o^-^^y^lo>nvefi<rsil3<incllHj

of the summers and^ (by means of Ar->r, q< AP^i R\ APC^ 87) to the

fifth and thr bixili
-

(the acvcndi aiid Llic ciglife-) actuators^'of the guidance devices'J^V

6DT-4GDa)^ which provide rotation of the TSt"^ (TS^ 32) in two mutually

perpendicular planes about the QX and OY axes of the OXOY coordinate system

connected wrth the gyro-stabiliscd platform. Position taken by the start of the spiral

depends on the voltage values at the outputs of the BSS
| 81 and DSS ^ S^, i.e.^these

values are proportional to the tangents of the angular coordinates.

If a radio beacon or the Sun comes into the field of view of the target seeker

3pS+-2g- (TS
:^ 323, the radiation is recorded with the hdfp-of detectors or opticai*

eieetric converters. In this case, at the outputs of the target detectors -T© there

appear^pulses of target detection [3]/which will assure the level of logical zero at

the output of the logical unit -^03. At this moment, instantaneous (current) voltage
lO'i )id

values are recorded, at. the outputs of the corresponding summers and ^ along
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the trailing edge of the-LU 89 output in ttie DGG| 04 -ftnd DSS^ 8 5, and zero voltaoe
oJfv^af^hnearlyvaifi^JVoHByjW'^noS. across plljwey

°

is provided at the GLG^ -out-put. As long as the target is irt the beam path; the

logical -set will shape "I", thus providing zero voltage at the GLCV i9 output

while at the output of the summers Sr2 and S6' voltage remains the same, since the

D33| 84 diid D5S2 85 store the voltage values produced at the outputs of the

summers and 85 at the memmt of-*^' appearing at the LU 89 output^i.e. Wt^ssi ^3

= Uzi), and "0" at the etev output1:i.e. = 0).

)^

This is how the stationary position of the mirror "9 is obtained. When the

target leaves the field of vision of the rS7-25^r (TS^ 32), the level of the logical

unit appears at the fcU 89 output tlic -6LCV starts to produce ramp voltage,

recording in the £)S3| 134 Afid DSSj 85 is blocked and the process (spiral sweep)

starts, the centre of the spiral being in the straight line/which erosscd^ihe target at

the iffumuituf Its leaving the field of vision of the target seeker.

If there is no target in the field of view of the target seeker and the voltage at

the 6LCV output has reached some vattre aaaiffli&d in advanco -and'^determined by

the field of vision of the systen^ the GLCV resets the output voltage and the^above-

mentioned process starts anew.

The quadrature generator^ can be designed as shown in Fig. 5. 12^ page 137

[7], the ©SS- as in Fig. 3 . 1^ page 77 . To prevent the and the summers from

inversion, they should be plaeed in series with iiwcrtors that have a ask sain factor^^i -^^

1 Fig. -kSriiei', page 18 f^^

The aiialug-digilal converter -fABC) can be .realised in a circuit design shown
^Moo)C^Linetr,nk^(c,\ ciraifs "by V.LS},lo;so^koetdo''pMiie0, Mascot,m% Rc^$.2'?/2i 23 pq«ke Hf^Cm

in [6] (see Fig . 2^, 23> page 15 83.
' /

Forhnodulators it is possible to use standard amplitude modulators, with their

control inputs connected to theory output*' and carrier firequency inputs. to the

correspondin|^utgits of the quadrature generator:

The GLCV may be built around a standard generator of the saw-tooth

growing voltage type.
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In the above-mentioned shaper it is possible to use chips of the K153IJn2

ja4e«©-7, iet4eTO8, K154UD2 type, insulated-gate field-effect transistors,

capacitors with a small loss tangent, etc.

The logical unit ^ can be designed as shown in Fig. ^. It op^i!^ as

described below.

A sjiftcfafeftisittg pulse, which has come^ the input S>f through the inverter

f02, sets the first 97 and the 5econd~98 flip-flop5to zero along the'lrailing edge,^ rr\cJieyjstof-hirtin. cum. swiMef
since K155TM2 chip'^flip-flops^ whtdr"5i'g-u;>td liu-e, switch at the changeover

from"0"to "1".

^'^^S "Oft the leading edge of the sync pulse, information from the above-mentioned

flip-flop^is copied into the third 99 and -the fourth 100 flip-flopSfthese flip-flops are

also based on the K155TM2 chips). The four flip-flops operate in this way because

pulses that come to their sync inputs are out of phase.

The first 97 (or the Gccond !>8)-flip-flopVill be in the unit state given that

within the current period between two successive sync pulses there is a circuit pulse

from the corresponding target detector -^3©) that comes to the input 90 (1029.

Otherwise, the flip-flop stays in the zero state. After arrival of the sync pulse, this

. . .
n'ict^o)

information is copied into the third-99-(the fourth 100) flip-flopr

Tlms^j^^Iogical unit appears at the direct input of the third 89 (the fouitli 90)

flip-flop^on condition that within the given period between two successive sync

pulses there is an object pulse from the*corresponding target detector 4IS)4autp«t;

otherwise the signal takes the zero value.

The zero state of either of the two 99 and 100 flip-flops results in the level of

a logical zero at the output! This is provided by the W element which eaa-

be based on a K155LIlchip.

The inverters can be based on chips of the K155LNI type.

In the systems for lighting of an object^t is possible to use gyroscopic,

electromechanical or electrohydraulic. actuators. The first ones seem preferable, as

_they are inertialess^-ftj. In'*case the- target seeker's axis deviates from the direction



required, correctional sensors, which are connected wrth the axes of the frames and

receive signals, Create torques that make the gyro precess in the direction of the

object.

By measurmg'^strength of cuiTent in windmgs of correlation sensors (the

value of the moments) it is possible to determine projections of the angular velocity

vector of the observing line on two mutually perpendicular directions [1]. W&pefs

of potentiometer transducers fixed on the rotation axes of the gimbal joint frames

will h^^to determine angular coordinates in respect to the platform, on which the

gyroscope is installed. In this case, sensor cases should be rigidly attached to the

platform^, ff M-^3'^C^n^^^,'i>riJ£xr)seH^2*

In electromechanical autotracking systems direct current engines can be

used as servomotor^ Taking into account values and signs of output signals,

servomotors correct misalignments between the target seekers' axes and the

direction towards the object. Wapors of potentiometer transducers or synchro

transmitters fixed on rotation axes of the frames of the coordination unit produce

signals, which determine angular position of the target seekers in relation to the

axis of the controlled object.

To obtain a signal proportional to angular velocity of the observing line,

tachogenerators are used, kinematically .attached to the shafts of servomotors. The

same tachogenerators can be used as elements of vanishing feedback. Infonnation

about the angular position and angular velocity ofthe servo drive's observing line is

used for control of an object. Signals proportional to the angular position of the

coordinators are received from potentiometers or synchro transmitters fixed on the

rotation axes of the gimbal mount frames, while signals proportional to the angular

velocity of the observing line come from resistors inserted into the windings circuit

of correction torque motors of the gyroscopic drive or from tachogenerators,

kinematically attached to servomotors of the electromechanical drive.

In addition to automatic lighting of ground, objects the system provides

information about the angular position of the. target in relation to the OZ-axis. For
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Having stopped the wipers of potentiometer transducers on the

axes of rotation of the frames of a gimbal unit, one can find the

angular coordinates with respect to the platform on which the

gyroscope is held in position. In such a case the casings of the

transducers should be locked-in with the platform (cf . the textbook

^'Infrared svstems^^, by L . Z . Kriksunov and I.F.Usoltsev ^^Sovetskoe

radio'^ Publishers. Moscow. 1968, pp. 157-239 (in Russian).
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this purpose, information about the angular position of a ground object is obtained

from the outputs of the angular position pickups APPf-^? and MT? 2&. The

pfescntatrona} systemj^ in comparison with rts prototype, allows ^automatic

illumination of ground objects from^'space. It also permits ta incrcaoc the accuracy

of measuring angular coordinates of the target, since the beam is aimed at the

eeritre of the target image.
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Formula of the invention

Item 1. The system for lighting of an object includes a source of radiation, the

first guidance device optically integrated with an object, and the first mirror,

Mnematicaily bound with the first and the second actuators. The system is
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distinguished by the additional second guidance device, the first and the second

subtracting amplifier, a commutation unit, the third and the fourth actuators, and

the second mirror, kinematically bound with the third and the fourth actuators.

Inputs of theise actuators are connected to the corresponding outputs of the

commutation unit, whose first and second input are connected to the outputs of the

corresponding subtraction devices. The first and the second inputs of these

subtraction devices are, in turn, connected respectively to the first and the second

output of the first and the second guidance device, while the input of the second

guidance device is connected to the fifth output of the commutation unit. The first

and the second output of the commutation unit are connected to the corresponding

actuators, its third and fourth input are connected to the corresponding outputs of

the first guidance device, while the fifth and the sixth input respectively to the third

and the fourth output of the second guidance device.

Item 2. The 'system for lighting of an object in accordance with Item 1

distinguished by the following: a commutation unit, which includes the first and the

second commutator, the first radio receiver, a three-contact four-position radio-

controlled switch, the first source of unit voltage, the first "I" element, the first

inverter and a radio transmitter. The first and the third inputs of the first and the

second commutator are, at the same time, respectively the first - fourth inputs of the

commutation unit. The first and the third output of the commutation unit by a radio-

controlled switch are connected to the output of the first commutator, the second

and the fourth output - to the output of the second commutator, the fifth output,

with the switch in the third position, - to the output of the unit voltage source.

Besides, the second and the third contact of the switch in the second-fourth

positions of the switch are paralleled; in the third position the output of the unit

voUtage source is connected to the paralleled second inputs of the first and the

second, commutator. Meantime, the furst - sixth input of the "I" element are

connected to the corresponding first - sixth input of the commutation unit, while the

-output of the "I" element is connected through the inverter to the radio transmitter.
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Item 3. The system for lighting of an object in accordance with Item 1

distinguished by the following: the first (third) guidance device has the first target

seeker, the fifth and the sixth actuators, the first and the second angular position

pickup, kinerhatically connected with each other. Inputs of the angular position

pickups serve, at the same time, as the corresponding first and second output of the

guidance device, which, in addition, has the first search signal conditioner and the

third and the fourth commutator. The first outputs of these commutators are

connected respectively to the first and the second output of the target seeker, whose

first, second and third output is connected to the corresponding inputs of the search

signal conditioner. The first and the second output of the search signal conditioner

are connected to the third inputs, while its third output - to the paralleled second

inputs of the third and the fourth commutator, the outputs of which, are, in turn,

connected to the corresponding i nputs of the fifth and the sixth actuators.

Item 4. The system for lighting of an object in accordance with Item 1 and Item 2

distinguished by the following: the second guidance device has a target seeker

equipped with a hght marker (or a corner reflector), the seventh and the eighth

actuators, the third and the fourth angular position pickups, whose outputs are at the

same time the first and the second output of the guidance device, the fifth - eleventh

commutators and the second search signal conditioner. The first inputs of the fifth,

sixth and seventh commutator are cormected to the corresponding first, second and

third output of the target seeker, while the third inputs to the corresponding fourth,

fifth and sixth output of the second target seeker. The first and the second output of

the target seeker serve, at the same time, as the third and the fourth output of the

guidance device. Besides, the second inputs of the abovementioned commutators

are paralleled with the second inputs of the tenth and the eleventh commutator and

serve as the commutation input of the guidance device, while the outputs of the

fifth, sixth and seventh commutator are cormected respectively to the first, second

and third input of the second search signal conditioner, whose first and second

-__output are connected respectively to the third inputs of the eighth and the ninth



commutator. The second inputs of these commutators are paralleled and connected

to the third output of the second search signal conditioner, with the first inputs of

the eighth and the ninth commutator connected respectively to the outputs of the

tenth and the eleventh commutator, the first inputs of which are connected to tlie

first and the second output of the second target seeker, while their third inputs are

connected respectively to its fourth and the fifth output.

Item 5. The system for lighting of an object in accordance with Item 4

distinguished bv the following: a laser installed in the third guidance device serves

a source of radiation. The laser is connected to the laser excitation circuit, the first

and the second input of which are connected to the third and the fourth output of

the' third guidance device.

Item 6. The system for lighting of an object in accordance with Item 5

distinguished bv the following: the laser excitation circuit includes the second radio

receiver, a remote switch, connected to the second source of the unit signal, and

connected in series the second element "I", an inverter and the third element "Ig",

the second input of which is connected through the remote switch to the source of

unit voltage, while its output is at the same time the output of the third "I" element.

Besides, the first and the second input of the second "I" element serve at the same

time as inputs of the excitation system and are connected respectively to the third

and the fourth output of the third guidance system.

Item 7. The system for lighting of an object in accordance with Item 3

distinguished bv the following: the search signal conditioner includes a logical unit,

the output of which is connected to the reset input of a linearly changing generator

and to the paralleled record permitting inputs of the first and the second storage

sampling device. The outputs and information inputs of the storage sampling

devices are connected respectively to the first inputs and outputs of the first and the

second summer; the second inputs of the summers are connected respectively to the

outputs of the first and the second modulators, whose first inputs are paralleled and

connected to the output of the linearly changing voltage generator. The second
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inputs of the dfirst and the second modulators are connected respectively to the first

and second output of the quadrature oscillator. Besides, outputs of the first and the

second summer are connected respectively to the inputs of the first and second

analog-to-digital converter, while inputs and the output of the logical unit together

with outputs of the analog-to-digital converters are respectively the inputs and

outputs of the controlling signal conditioner.

Item 8. The system for lighting of an object in accordance with Item 1, Item 2, and

Item 7 distinguished bv the following: the first guidance device, optically bound

with an object, is equipped with the first target seeker kinematically attached

through the first and the second bracket to the fifth and the sixth actuators and

respectively to the first and the second a:ngular position pickup. The second

guidance device, optically bound with the source of radiation, includes the second

target seeker, kinematically attached through the third and the fourth bracket with

the seventh and the eighth actuators and the third and the fourth angular position

pickup. The first mirror kinematically attached to the first actuators is fixed on the

internal frame of the first gimbal mount, the external frame of which is

kinematically attached to the second actuators. The system also includes the

second gimbal mount, which consists of the internal and external frame

kinematically bound respectively to the third and the fourth actuators. The external

frame of the second gimbal mount is joined to the concentric ring, on which the

second mirror is fixed.

Item 9. The system for lighting of an object in accordance with Item 1 distinguished

by the following: the second mirror is made in the form of two rings concentric on

the outer ring of the gimbal mount and on the attached to it the internal and external

pneumatic chamber pneumatically joined by radial tubes to each other and to the

source of compressed gas (air). The pneumatic chambers and. the radial tubes are

connected with a reflecting sheet, which consists of an elastic dielectric film, coated

with a light reflecting metal cover (e.g., aluminium).
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Item 10. The system for lighting of an object in accordance with Item 9

distinguished by the following: the second mirror has an additional second

reflecting sheet, which is adjusted at a fixed distance from the first one, with the

metal layers of the sheets connected to the opposite poles of the re-introduced emf

source.

Item 11. The system for lighting of an object in accordance with Item 9

distinguished by the following: the first and the second reflecting sheet together

with the internal and external pneumatic chamber create a hermetically sealed

cavity of reduced pressure attached to a re-introduced source of vacuum.

Item 12. The system for lighting of an object in accordance with Item 10

distinguished bv the following: the internal pneumatic chamber consists of two

pneumatically integrated sections joined by a corrugated elastic band in order they

could move relative to each other. The metal coating of the second reflecting sheet

is made in the form of concentric rings isolated from each other and connected to

different controlled voltage sources.
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The abstract aff^cliM

with navigational engineering, Gpocifically, opticaK

electronic GystomG for autotracldng of moving objects .

The purpose of the presentational invention consists in diversif^ang functions

of-a target seekei by enabling it to search for a ground target and to light it from the

outer space .

The implementation of this invention will technically result in more precise

measuring of angular coordinates of the target because now the beam is pointed at

- the centre of the target image-
.

This technical result is achieved owing to some Glcmciits installed in the fiis
'

L

device of the object guidance, such as an additional socond guidance device

optically connected wW. the radiation source, the first and the second subtractuio '

amplifier, the first and Llic second actuator and a mirror. The first outputs of the

first and the second guidance device are connected to the corresponding inputs of

the fust subLidcQiig amplifier, while the second outputs—to th? corresponding

inputs of the socond subtracting amplifier. The outputs of the first and tho second

subtracting amplifier are connected to the inputs of the corresponding actuators

kinematically h'nked to the mirror.

The commutation unit includes the first and the second commutatoi '

, a ladiu

receiver, a tin ee-cuirtaet-fetg' position radio-controlled switch, a source of uni t

voltage, an "I" clement, an inverter and a radio transmitter - all etppiupiialely

The first and the tliii
'd guidance devioe is of identical circuit design and

actuates clcctrieally linlced to each other the target seeker (TS), the search signal

conditioner (SSC), the fu st and the second angular position pickup (APP|, APJ*^),

commi i tatnrs
,
the third and the fourth actuators (A3, A4), Icinematically linlccd with

a -tar-get-seeker , and the angular position pickups.
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The second guidance device has a target seeker cquippod with a light in^i kt r

(or a come r reflectoi-

), tlic fifth and the si:cth actuators, the first and the seoond

angul ar position pickup, wiiosc outputs arc at the same thuc tlic fli^l and ilie bt;cOnd

output of the guidance device, the third ninth commutators and a search signal

conditioner with the corresponding connections.

The laser excitation circuit includes the second radio receiver, a remeRe

switch, connected to the second source of a unit signal, and connected in scrie s

-

the

second element "I", an inverter and the third element "I", the second input of which

.

is connected through the remote sv.atch to the source of unit voltage, while hs

output i s at the same time^ an output of the third "I" olomcnt. Besides, the first and

the second input of the .-first "I" element ser/e at the same time as inputs of the

excitation system, which arc cnnnprfnH fn thp thirH th e fourth output of the

third guidance system .

The mirror is made in the fomi of two rings' concentric on the outer ring of

the gimha l mount and on the attached internal and external pneumatic chamber

pneumatically joined by radial tubes to each other and to the source of compi ebb-ed

gas-^(aii). The pneumatic chambers and the radial tubes are connected with'^ a

refleeting sheet, \\rhich consists of an elastic dielectric film, coated by a light

reflecting metal co^^cr (e g. ,
nluminium)

.

In the-.se r.nnd variant, the mirror has an additional second reflecting shoot
,

which -is adjusted at a fixed distance from the first one, with the metal layers of the

sheet-s-connccted to tlic opposite polos of the re introduced emf soucce.

The i nternal pneumatic chamber consists of two pneumatically integrated

sections joined by a corrugated elastic band in order they could move relative to

eacfa-^cr. The metal coating of the second reflecting sheet is made in the form of

concentric rings isolated from each other and connected, to different controlled

V-oltage .sources.

Description: 33 pages, 1.0 figures, and 12. dependent items ofthe invention .
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A system for lighting an object has a radiation source, a

first guidance device optically connected to the object, a second

guidance device and a first subtracting amplifier in

communication with the first guidance device. The first

subtracting amplifier has inputs and at least one output. A

second subtracting amplifier is in communication with the first

and second guidance devices. A commutation unit is in

communication with the first and second guidance devices and the

first and second subtracting amplifiers. First, second, third

and fourth actuators are in communication with the commutation

unit. A first mirror is in communication with and controlled by

the first and second actuators and a second mirror is in

communication with and controlled bv the third and fourth

actuators. The first and said second mirrors are controlled by

the actuators so that the system can light an object by

reflecting the radiation source.
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